
Comparison of adjectives 

 

1. My elder (old) sister is more patient (patient) than me. 

2. This cake is too sweet (sweet) to eat.  

3. Your puppy is  the sweetest (sweet) of all. 

4. Japanese cars are more economical (economical) than German cars. 

5. Tina’s flat is more modern (modern) than my flat. 

6. Which is healthier (healthy): cheese or cottage cheese? 

7. Nowadays, I drink less (little) milk than in the past. 

8. Who is the fittest (fit) person in our team? 

9. Polish soldiers are as brave (brave) as Japanese or Chinese soldiers. 

10. That is the saddest (sad) story I have ever heard. 

11. Today I am more depressed (depressed) than yesterday. I feel really down. 

12. You are the creasiest (crazy) teenager in the world. 

13. Mary has got the most unusual (unusual) hobby of all my friends.  

14. My son is as handsome (handsome) as my husband. 

15. His reaction was more spontaneous (spontaneous) than mine. 

16. Stewardesses should be smart (smart) and beautiful (beautiful). 

17. Who was the most hardworking (hardworking) Member of Parliament?  

18. Digital cameras are not as expensive (expensive) as they were in the past. 

19. Who is the most reliable (reliable) employee in your company? 

20.  It is better (good) to have a low-paid job than not to have a job at all. 

21. Dolphins are cleverer (clever) than sharks. 

22. The Pacific Ocean is deeper (deep) than the Atlantic Ocean. 

23. My decisions are more spontaneous (spontaneous) than yours.  

24. Espresso is  stronger (strong) than Latte. 

25. The more (much) you eat, the fatter (fat) you will be. 

26. The younger (young) you are, the faster (fast) you learn. 

27. The HP printers are cheaper (cheap) than the Epson printers.  

28. Indian films are worse (bad) than American films. 

29. Your essay is the worst (bad) of all.  

30. Vanilla ice-cream is more delicious and popular (delicious and popular) than chocolate ice-

cream. 

31. The days in winter are shorter (short) than in summer. 

32. The Baltic Sea is colder (cold) than The Caribbean Sea.  

33. Your heart is as cold (cold) as stone. 

34. From Bytom is farther (far) to Gdansk than from Warsaw. 

35. What are your furthest (far) plans?  

 

 

 


